
Melissa’s Magnificent  
Teacher’s Guide- 14 pages by author Frank G
Curriculum Connections for Grades 1 to 6   -Best for Gr. 2,3,4                            
                                 Fundamental Concepts -Sustainability and Stewardship

 Big Ideas -Life Systems-living things-care-respect-animals-plants-habitat -human impact-
source of food-biodiversity-connections to health of planet.-Exercise! Fun!
                                    You will never look at bees in the same way again!           
                     Pollination Lesson and More- I hope students like Cheetos and candy!!!!
Materials                                               Indoor and Outdoor lessons 

 You need a large bag of “Cheese Twists” or “Cheetos” (No Brand” are cheaper and 
students will not be eating them.) paper flowers, bee hand puppets (template below), 
medium sized paper bags, any medium sized candies (Jujubes are good-no peanuts), 
water spray bottle and crown for queen.
                                     Please feel free to change or enhance the lesson.

Getting to Know You! Choose a student to compare the anatomy of a bee to 
humans (similarities and differences-eyes, legs, body parts, hair, tongue, ears, 
antenna, stinger…). Make a chart with headings-Body Part/Same/Different. 
Some fascinating differences bees have -5 eyes-long hairy legs-no ears-
hollow hairy tongue -3 body parts-4 wings -leg baskets-2 antennae -can tell an 
enemy or friend using right antennae -sense of smell 100 times better than 

humans.

1. Tell the students that the class is going to enter the fascinating world of insects. 
They will act like bees in a hive. Choose a student to be the queen bee (only one 
in a hive, has a stinger). The students are all worker bees (females, have stingers) 
who do all the work, gathering food, nursing, protection, fanning, house-keeping, 
making honey, looking after the queen. The Drone (male) bee has no stinger and 
does no work. His only job is to fertilize the queen. He gets kicked out of the hive 
at winter time. Leave the drones out of the simulation. Have the students 
make ,colour and shape a bee hand puppet (see templates included). The bee 
paper puppets could be made before the lesson. Make 3-5 flowers. (see template) 
Colour the petals, but leave the centre white. Stick or staple the flowers on to the 
medium sized paper bags. Cut some of the top off the paper bag so students can 
have easy hand access. Put some candies in the bottom of the bags. Fill the bag 1/4 
full with Cheese twists. Spread the flowers around the room. 

2. Now the hive is ready to work. All the bees could hold up their paper bees and 
buzz. The buzzing noise that bees make is from their wings beating over 200 
times a second. Demonstrate the pollination procedure using a student bee. 
She will put the bee puppet on her hand and fly to a flower. She could buzz as 
she flies. She will search for a candy (nectar) among the cheese twists. She 
may eat the candy when she finds it. In reality the bees suck up the nectar with their 
long straw-like hairy tongue and store it in their stomach. They regurgitate it at the 
hive as honey. The candy simulates the sweet nectar that draws the bees to the 
flowers. They should not eat any cheese twists for sanitary reasons. The 
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cheese powder will stick on their fingers. The Cheese twists powder represents the 
pollen. 

3. Now she will fly to another flower and repeat the process. Only this time before 
finding the candy, she must rub the orange pollen (cheese twists powder) on the 
white centre part of the second flower. This simulates pollination. Now the flower will 
grow into food such as watermelon, apple, nuts…..Students should not lick their 
fingers. The queen bee flies back to the class and does a special dance (Waggle or 
Round dance- use imagination) to show the other bees where the food is located by 

pointing to the flowers. �  The teacher chooses another bee to demonstrate 
again how to pollinate. The class can observe the process to make sure they 
understand the procedure. This student should bring back an extra candy for the 
queen bee. The queen bee can lay 1000 eggs in a day but needs to be fed well.

4. When the teacher is sure they know the routine, another two bees can be chosen by 
the teacher or student to continue pollination.The two new bees visit flowers 
repeating the nectar/pollen gathering act. Two bees at a time are chosen until the 
whole class has had a turn. The student bees in the hive could wave their bees in 
the air to show they have not been chosen. You might need to add candies to the 
bags. When all bees have been chosen, you could teach pollination in the real world 
(see book or information below) Students could print the word Pollination on the 
back of their bees and explain by a drawing what it means. If there is room, they 
could tell you why bees are important. The remainder of the untouched cheese 
twists (pollen) that are still in the original bag could be given to the class as pollen 
energy. 

5. Extended Lesson on to Colony Collapse Disorder (Why bees are 
disappearing)1.This next part might be too difficult for K to Gr. 1 or 2. Now we give 
the bees problems that causes colony collapse. Mites/diseases, nutrition, climate 
change and pesticides are the four main problems for bees. The bee template has a 
list of the four problems. The simulation could be modified by making only one or 
two problems. 

6. Using a marker put a dot beside the word mite on 5 student’s bees. (Varroa Mite -
eight legged vampires that feed on bees). The mites suck the blood out of the 
marked bees, making them weak. Now the hive has a dangerous predator in the 
hive but they can continue almost normally. 

7.  Put a dot beside nutrition on another 5-8 student’s bees representing a nutritional 
problem or lack of flowers and habitat. Lack of nutrition makes them weaker. Still the 
hive can continue because bees are resilient and have a good immune system.  

8. The teacher will spray a mist (pesticide- neonicotinoids) of water near the flower and  
hive (room) to get rid of insects that eat crops. Bees are insects. Put a dot beside 
pesticides on the remainder of the student’s bees who have no dots. This represents 
the students (bees) eating the nectar or pollen from the poisoned plants. They 
become disoriented, dizzy and sick. They cannot find their way back to the hive. 
Bees are hardy and can endure many natural problems but the addition of poisons 
threatens the hive. The hive can continue but it is much weaker. Would pesticides 



effect other insects, Monarch Butterfly, frogs, birds and humans or just the ones that 
eat crops?

9.  Put a dot beside climate change on all but 3 bees. Climate change affects all 
animals including humans. Due to climate change and lack of habitat bees cannot 
find enough flowers in the early Spring. Changing weather patterns cause flowers to 
bloom earlier or later, making food difficult to find. The bees already have too many 
problems such as pesticides, habitat destruction, diseases and mites. The addition 
of another problem such as climate change is too much for the bees. Any student 
getting two dots must leave the hive. The bees remaining in the hive are in survival 
mode and the hive unsustainable. The is called Colony Collapse Disorder. Discuss 
the effect on our food supply and beekeepers. Without bees, we would lose 1/3 of 
our food and 90 percent of vegetables. 

10. Good News Alert The Beekeepers found a way to get rid of the mites without 
harming the hive. Scientists developed bees that were resistant to disease and cold. 
Now all students (worker bees) who had mites and diseases may return to the hive. 
The teacher, using a black marker, could stroke out the mite indicator on the bee 
template for each of these students. The black marker indicates the problem is 
solved. The queen is happy. 

11. Farmers planted flowers around their fields and made natural habitats. Boys and 
girls at schools made natural flowering areas on school property for bees. City 
people planted pollinator gardens in their lawns that bees and butterflies like. The 
nutrition problem is solved. Stroke out this problem. Students with the nutrition 
problem may return to the hive. The queen is happier.

12.  Now there is relief from the pesticide problem! The government made a law to 
control the use pesticides until they were proven safe for bees. City people planted 
gardens and made sure the plants and seeds they bought from stores did not harm 
bees. Stroke out the pesticide problem on bees. The bees with the pesticide 
problem may return to the hive. The hive is much healthier.

13.  People bought electric cars and put solar panels on their roofs to make energy 
helping to reduce the need for fossil fuels. The government banned all coal fired 
electric generators. The burning of fossil fuels were taxed more. Stroke out the 
climate change indicator. The students with climate change problem may return to 
the hive. This created a healthy habitat again for the bees. Finally, all of the students 
may return to the hive. The queen is most happy and the hive is back to normal. 
All the students can wave their bees in the air and cheer.



Print in black and white so 
students may colour it.

BEE TEMPLATE

—Varroa Mite?Disease
—Nutrition
—Climate Change
—Pesticides

Name______________________________________

———————————————————————————————————————
                                                               Cut

—————————————————————————————————————-
                                                               Cut

Cut around Melissa to
 shape the template.

Melissa



Leave White

Colour

Colour

Flower Template



  Read Magnificent Message    See “Bee School Question” for discussion.

Melissa’s Magnificent Message

Melissa is a wise hard working worker bee who discovers the real reason why bees are disappearing. 

Everyone needs to know the importance of these little pollinators and the consequences of living 

without insect pollinators. Through her insight she solves this complex problem. The name Melissa 

comes from the Greek word μέλισσα (melissa), "honey bee" and from μέλι (meli), "honey". The 

message in this book is based on the North American native saying, “When the last tree is cut down, 

the last fish eaten, and the last stream poisoned, you will realize that you cannot eat money” The voice 

in the book is the voice of the bees, beekeepers, Gaia and our children, who will be dependent upon our 

present choices for their future sustainability.

   Melissa’s  Bee School Questions and Ideas 

1.Why did the author call the bee, “Meli"?
2.Who was Meli’s best friend?
3.Why was Bumble Island a good place to live?
4.Why did Melissa, who was a worker bee, have a stinger? 
5. Which bees do not have stingers?
6.When is the only time bees sting you?
7.Why did Melissa wonder if she should pollinate broccoli?
8.How did farmers stop insects from eating their crops?
9.Did it get rid of harmful insects?
10.Why was killing insects a bad idea for bees?
11.What were the bee’s other problems?
12.How did school children help Meli?
13.Why did farmers make bigger fields?
14.What was Meli’s big problem?
15.How did she solve her problem?
16.How did the scientists help Meli?
17.What is pollination?
18.What was Meli’s wacky song? 
19.What does her song mean? 
20.Are there things more important than piles of money? Name some. -food- family- 
water - health- friends- your dog- cat- happiness- nature -our habitat -the environment…



Blue-Higher Level Questions 
1. Do you know any things that people make for lots of money that are not good for our    
us? -cigarettes, drugs, junk food, sugar, pop, guns, pesticides, bombs….
2. Discuss why people make things that are not good for us or the environment.
3. What is the author’s message in the story?
4. How could we use this message in our lives?
5. What might happen if all the bees disappeared?
6. What does Meli’s song mean in your words? 
7.How could we help bees? -See “What Can We Do” below. 

8. Farmers have a huge problem. They need to protect their crops from insect pests yet need them 
to pollinate their crops. What would you do if you were a farmer?

9.  What might happen if all the beekeepers disappeared? -no one to look after or speak for the bees

10. What is organic food?

11. Dramatize the story and present to other classes or an assembly!

12. Older students could debate the issue. (Pesticide Co., Beekeepers, Farmers, Politicians)

13. Reading buddies read and discuss the story with primary students.

16. Invite a beekeeper into the classroom.

17. Research-bees, honey, insects, beekeepers,  pesticides, colony collapse disorder, life cycle, three 
types of bees in a hive and jobs, honey, food pollinated by bees or insects…

18. Why do we need insects?

Special Note    Melissa does not in any way say it is wrong to be wealthy and make lots of 

money. In most religions you will find a comment on wealth. The Christian religion states, “For the 
love of money is the root of all kinds of evil”. (1 Timothy 6:10) It does not say, as is often 
misquoted, “Money is the root of all evil”.  When we reflect upon the meaning of this verse, we see 
that it is the love of money, not money itself, that is a source of trouble. Wealth is morally neutral; 
there is nothing wrong with money or the possession of money. However, when money begins to 
control us, that’s when trouble starts. Exploiting people to acquire money is morally wrong. Some 
people care more about making money rather than finding ways to contribute to human health, 
well-being and human survival. In other words, people do all sorts of deeds because of a 



controlling desire for money. It is the love of money that is condemned. (theft, fraud, cigarettes, 
drugs, some chemicals, causes of climate change, weapons, junk food…)

(Hinduism) Wealth is considered divine but do not seek to profit at the cost to others. 

(Buddhism) Money can be spiritual or divine, by powering whatever positive activity you want to 
engage in.

(Islam) Greed is not good. Greed is one of the poisons that lead to evil. It is never acceptable to 
earn a living by doing wrong.

The quest for profit at any cost must not supersede the health/welfare of people or the 
sustainability of nature.

Many rich people do much good with their money such as donations to Charities. -Bill Gates 
($1.9 Billion), Warren Buffet ($1.67 Billion), Mark Zuckerberg (519 Million), 
Mike Lazaridis, Jim Balsillie,……

Two Sides to Every Story
Farmers have a huge dilemma when it comes to pesticide use. Some farmers need bees to pollinate 

crops, (fruit, vegetables, alfalfa, nuts). Yet others need to protect their crops from pests, (corn, canola, soy 

beans).  It's ironic that many farming policies are contributing to the demise of insects upon which the 

success of their crops depends! We need to understand why farmers use these compounds. Is it 

acceptable that farmers’ yields and incomes be reduced by 40%?  Would the world have enough food? 

Are the alternative insecticides any safer to bees? Is it possible to make a successful substitute? Do 

farmers presently have a choice when buying seeds? The same dilemma can be made for the coal, oil, 

forestry, food, GMO and may other manufacturing industries. These are questions that need to be 

answered through education, cooperation, open dialogue, unbiased research, compassion, empathy and 

a moral conscience by all players. We all must find a compatible answers for the sake of our 

grandchildren and future generations.

Useful Web Resources 

a)Ontario Beekeepers' Association-Look for “All About Honey”-Educator 

www.ontariobee.com 

b)Bumble Bee Education Center                  c)Honey Bee Research Centre-Guelph                                                                                                  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mike_Lazaridis
http://www.ontariobee.com/
http://www.ontariobee.com
http://www.bumble-bee.ca/


www.bumble-bee.ca                               www.uoguelph.ca/honeybee                                          

d)Buzz About Bees                                  e) Pollinator Health | Ontario.ca                                                           

www.buzzaboutbees.net                     https://www.ontario.ca/page/pollinator-health          

f) CanadianWildlifeFederation.ca 

‘WILD Spaces’-Pollinator program                                       

17.Every time you see a bee, instead of running away and screaming, thank it for 

our food.

Extra Challenges A lesson on real pollination should be taught showing 

the male/female parts of flowers. Relate this to the simulation. Bring in 
real flowers and identify the real parts of a flower. Better still, take the 
students outside to find flowers and identify the parts on live flowers. 
Tell students not to pick the flowers. Student could even pretend they 
are bees and pollinate outside flowers using a small stick or a Q-tips. 
Research-bees, pollination, plants that bees pollinate, beekeepers, 
other insect pollinators, how bees make honey, benefits of honey, 
Bumble Bees, pesticides, bees problems….

Outdoors Fun-Exercise-Learn-Exercise

Bee Simulation Game (Outdoors)) Don’t Worry BEE 

Happy! 

Let’s go OUTSIDE! 

http://www.bumble-bee.ca
http://www.uoguelph.ca/honeybee
http://www.buzzaboutbees.net/
https://www.google.ca/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=2&ved=0ahUKEwjQ1Mu158zJAhUB54MKHbQmAGYQFggiMAE&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ontario.ca%2Fpage%2Fpollinator-health&usg=AFQjCNG3FY8NJE4Mfl4aIhlhhrvU8qcz_g&bvm=bv.109332125,d.amc
http://www.buzzaboutbees.net
http://canadianwildlifefederation.ca/
http://cwf-fcf.org/en/explore-our-work/education/programs/wild-spaces/


Students will go outside to play the role of 1) worker bees 2) queen bee 3) four bee 

enemies. The game will simulate the workings of a bee hive. You will need 8-10 flowers 

(paper bags with pictures of flowers on the side), a container for pollen, PE vests or bib 

for queen bee and the 4 enemies, rope to mark the boundary of the hive, something 

such as beans, pasta, pop corn… to simulate pollen, whistle. 

Mark off a safe area to represent the hive. A rope in the shape of a circle could be used. 
The hive is a safe area from enemies. No worker or queen bee can be caught while in 

the hive. The queen lives here with all the workers. The workers must 
venture out to collect pollen from the flowers outside the rope. 
Inside each of the 10 paper bags, that are placed away from the 
hive, you can put 30 to 50 beans. (dried pasta, button, pop corn, 
paper clips… whatever is available) that will represent pollen. 
Worker bees must venture out (flap wings and buzz if they like) to 
find the flowers (bags with beans inside). Only one bean can be 
taken at each visit to the flower. The worker bees must work 
hard to find one bean at a time which and fly back to hive with the 

one bean (which represents pollen) without being caught by their 
enemies. The workers put their bean in a plastic container that is inside 

the hive.
 Four Bee Enemies-Bear, Mite, Pesticide, Wasp For their identification they could wear  

coloured vests from PEd. or other markers. Print pictures 
of the enemies and tape or staple them on the vests for 
identification. Their job is to catch the worker bees 
when they leave the hive. If a worker bee is caught, it 
must not move. They could buzz loudly to let the queen 
know they need help. The queen bee who wears the 
brightest vest is the only one that can free them by 
going out of the hive to touch the caught bees and free 
them. When the queen touches them they are free to 
join the game to collect more pollen for the hive. The 
queen bee may be caught also. To be successful the hive 
must collect 50 beans in 10 -15 min. Blow the whistle to 
end game. Demonstrate with a student how to gather 
pollen and place it (one at a time) in the container. Now 
get the bees revved up for work. They could all buzz 

loudly, flapping their wings, to show they are ready. The game begins when you 
say, “Ready GO”!
Options-.
Lower grades might need fewer enemies or a break to regain energy.
If the queen gets tired, she could choose another queen.
If the queen is caught 3 times, the hive must gather in the safety zone 
and choose another queen. The old queen becomes a worker.

Bringing in 
the pollen.

safe area

wasp

Look out for 
the bear

School Playground



If the enemies get tired, they may switch with a worker bee.
Students could keep count of how many successful flower visits they had to see who 
was the most efficient worker.
Have Fun!
Debriefing- Describe how you felt to be a bee. Was it fun to be a bee? Do bees work 
hard? Tell how you avoided getting caught. If there were more flowers, would it affect 
the bees? If there were fewer enemies, would it affect the bees? How can we help 
bees? Why are bees important? Do you feel differently about bees now?
 Explain

 Bee Facts Related to Game 
-A honey bee visits 50 to100 flowers during a collection trip
.-To make a pound of honey, honeybees need to visit 2,000,000 flowers.
 -A honey bee can fly for up to10 km and as fast as 24 km per hour.
 -It is the only insect that humans raise to produce food and medicine. 
-Makes about 200 beats per second with their wings, creating their infamous buzzing 
sound 
-insects are responsible for pollinating 70 of the 100 crops that provide 90% of the 
world's food.
-One ounce of honey would power a bee for a flight completely around the earth.

Listening to Nature’s Voice After writing 10 nature picture books, I thought I was 
finished, but I was wrong. Mother Nature had other plans for me. In the Spring of 2014 
there were many scientific articles on the plight of honey bees and colony collapse 
disorder. I read them with great interest and thought there was a dire need for a 
primary-junior student book on bees, pollination and the importance of both. But I was 
retired from writing, so I just thought about it. To my surprise, I kept seeing bees and 
other pollinators everywhere I went. Each time I saw them I felt that I needed to help. 
They filled my head while trying to sleep. I felt a strange compulsion to write a book on 
the plight of bees, but it was not strong enough to make me start a new book. Then 
something very strange happened. To my unbelievable surprise, a large bee colony set 
up home on my house. Then, not one, but unbelievably seven more pollinator hives, 
one at a time, set up residence during the summer at my small urban home. This was 
extremely irregular. Why did this happen? Neighbours had no hives. My educational 
background with four degrees in science made me sceptical of anything metaphysical. 
But the bee message seemed very clear: “Be our voice “. It took over my deepest 
thoughts. It seemed like something bigger was taking place. I paid attention to the 
feeling and now I was hooked! For over two years, I have been consumed with writing 
this little book. I have read everything I could get my hands on, used many teacher 
evaluations, several beekeepers, contacted entomologists at three universities, 
consulted with the Beekeepers Association, farmers, Bayer (pesticides) and helped in 
the maintenance of bee hives with a beekeeper to learn all I could. I tried to assimilate 
all sides of the issue fairly, and the message in this book is the result in simple primary 
language.
“When the student is ready, the teacher will come.”     `                   FRANK GLEW



What can we do? Bee Positive!

1.Plant a pollinator or butterfly garden (including milkweed) at school or at home. Make 
sure the seeds and plants are pesticide free or you could harm bees.
2. Let the dandelions and clover grow on lawns in the Spring. This is their 
first food source.

3. Put on a Bee assembly to educate fellow students (dramatize the story).
4. Ask your parents to make part of your lawn into a pollinator garden. Stop 
using chemical sprays that kill all insects.
5. Teach what organic food is. Is eating organic food a good choice? Visit a 
grocery store or farm to examine organic and non organic food.
6. Purchase local honey only. Other honey can be contaminated or have 
additives. Research why honey is beneficial to you.
7.  Research the four groups of bee stressors that make bee colonies 
collapse. Is there a way we could reduce these stressors?
8.  What other insects (animals) pollinate plants?
9. Use a natural weed killer if you just can’t stand the weeds in your yard. Buy distilled 
vinegar in bulk and spray it on the weeds. It will kill the weeds but not the bees.

Bumble Bees focus on pollen not nectar and are able to carry more pollen than honey 
bees.They have longer tongues. They visit twice as many flowers and are eight times 
better pollinators even in cool weather. They are much better pollinators of tomatoes 
because the tomatoes pollen is difficult to loosen. They buzz in the key of C which 
makes the tomato plant drop its pollen.

Pollination Review Lesson (For adventurous teachers) 

                HERE IS A CRUMMY IDEA!
This is for the more adventurous teacher. It is a lesson on POLLINATION that students 
will not forget.
Material: -fine bread drums-small plastic bags-apple-large round coloured pieces of 
paper-container-small candies-hexagon cell for honey-small plastic bags for holding 
bread crumbs



Divide the class into two sections representing two flowers. with a large 
class of 30, you might need three groups.

1)  Choose one student for the stigma (female part) for the starting 
centre piece. 

2) Choose 4-5 students to be anthers (male part). They form a circle 
around the stigma. Each anther is given a plastic bag containing 
bread crumbs. (pollen) They stand and wave their hands high in the air.

3) Now use the remainder of section one to be petals. They could hold circular 
coloured paper or newspaper. They make a circle and sit around the anthers. Adjust 
depending on class numbers.

4) Repeat using the other section. We now have two flowers.

5) Assign one student to be a worker bee. The worker bee could be dressed up with 
antennae or more. The worker bee is searching for nectar. It spots a beautiful flower. 
It smells the nectar hidden below the stigma of the waving flower. It flies to the 
flower and finds the nectar (candy in a container). It eats the candy. The anthers 
give pollen (bread crumbs) to the bee. The anthers could throw a 
pinch of pollen on the worker bee.The worker bee does not mind. 
It collects pollen from the anther students and stuffs it in its leg 
baskets. It leaves the first flower and spots the other flower. It will 
fly to it and repeat its job by finding and eating nectar. While it is 
looking for nectar, the bee throws a pinch of bread crumbs on the 
stigma student in the second flower. Now the second flower is 
pollinated.

6) All first flower students may go to their seats. The second flower 
starts shedding petals. Students who are petals return to their seats. Then the 
anthers do the same. All that is left is the stigma of the flower. It turns into an apple. 
(vegetable, seed, nut)

petals
anther

. . pollenStigma



7) The worker bee returns to the hive and regurgitates the nectar from its stomach and  
depositing it into a hexagon cell where it is fanned to get rid of excess water. Now it 
is honey.

“Sometimes your soul comes out to play 

making the world a better place.”  FG

We need each other!


